Pocket Accordions

Benjamin D. Rinehart

The paper can be either a square or rectangular shape. The finished result will be the same shape.

Version 1 (Spiral) Directions:
• Fold the piece of paper in half.
• Take one of the loose ends and fold toward the folded edge,

then flip over and repeat for other side. (visually this makes
a 4 panel accordion).

• Open and turn the sheet of paper the other way. Fold the piece of paper in half.
• Take one of the loose ends and fold toward the folded edge,

then flip over and repeat for other side. Open page so it lays flat.

• Carefully draw out a path along the folded edges for easier cutting.

The formula is the following:
Start one square from any edge and go up 3 squares
Go over 3 squares
Go down 2 squares
Go over 2 squares
Go up 1 square
• This creates a spiral which can now be cut.
• Hold the center square in your hand and start to fold one square on top of the next. Some folds may

have to be reversed as the pattern continues. It is important to make sure that each square folds over
easily on top. No pages should wrap around one another.

Version 2 (Zig-Zag) Directions:
• Repeat the steps above until you get to the point of drawing out the path on the folded edges to cut.
• The formula is the following:

Start one square from any bottom edge and go up 3 squares
Go to the center and come down 3 squares
Go to the other side and go up 3 squares from the bottom
• This creates a "M" or "W" shape which can now be cut.
• Hold one of the loose square ends in your hand and start to fold one square on top of the next. Some

folds may have to be reversed as the pattern continues. It is important to make sure that each square
folds over easily on top. No pages should wrap around one another.

